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ABSTRACT

Background In 2012, the South African Rugby Union (SARU) approved a new set of scrum laws for amateur rugby played in the country, to be implemented at the start of the 2013 rugby season. These law changes were primarily based on the relatively high proportion of scrum-related catastrophic injury data collected as part of the BokSmart National Rugby Safety Programme (BokSmart) over the preceding 4 years (2008–2011).

Aim To describe the scrum-related catastrophic injury data in South Africa over the past 5 years (2008–2012), and to discuss how this evidence justifies the change in the Amateur Scrum Laws to make this aspect of the game safer in South Africa.

Methods Catastrophic injury data were collected through BokSmart at amateur and professional levels, during training and matches over 5 years (2008–2012).

Results The scrum phase accounted for 33% (n=20 of 60) of all catastrophic injuries between 2008 and 2012. Eighteen of the 20 scrum injuries (90%) were confirmed as acute spinal cord injuries, with 13 of these being permanent injuries. For the scrum injury mechanisms that were provided (n=19), ‘impact on the engagement’ was the most frequently reported (n=11 of 19, 58%), followed by ‘collapsed scrum’ (n=7 of 19, 37%) and ‘popping out’ (n=1 of 19, 5%).

Conclusions Based on these scrum-related catastrophic injury data, a change in the Amateur Scrum Laws of South African Rugby was justified. The main purpose of these scrum law changes is to reduce the number of scrum-related catastrophic injuries in the country, by minimising the opportunity for impact injury and subsequent scrum collapse in amateur rugby in South Africa, thereby making this aspect of the game of rugby safer.

INTRODUCTION

The scrum (short for scrummage) is a fundamental facet of play in Rugby Union (hereafter ‘rugby’) and serves to restart the game after a stoppage in play (eg, following a minor infringement such as a forward pass or knock on). The scrum occurs when eight players (collectively referred to as ‘forwards’) from each opposing team organise themselves in a set formation to physically engage each other and compete for possession of the ball (figure 1). This set formation consists of a front row of three players (a hooker tightly embracing two props on either side—referred to as tight head and loose head props), a second row (2 locks, with heads lodged between the hooker and prop on either side) and a back row of three players (2 flankers on either side of the locks, pushing up against the props, and an eighth man with head between and shoulders pushing up against the locks). During scrum engagement, the forward packs and, more specifically, the front row of each opposing side forcefully engage and interlock with each other, using their heads, necks, shoulders and arms, while maintaining a low body position. The restricted movement and the forceful impact of engagement of the front row players during a scrum has been cause for concern over the years as this places the front row at potential risk of catastrophic cervical spinal injury, should their technique, timing, sequencing or body position be wrong during this forceful engagement.¹² Moreover, if the engagement of the opposing scrums is not successful, the scrum may collapse, thereby further exposing front rowers to the added risk of potential catastrophic injury.¹³

Although a catastrophic injury is a rare event in rugby,² for the safety of the players and the continued development and promotion of the sport, all measures need to be considered to prevent these tragic events.³⁴ In 2007, law changes to scrums were introduced by the International Rugby Board (IRB) to improve player welfare at scrum time, and to better control and manage the scrum engagement process.⁵ This law applied a four-stage call sequence command by the referee, ‘crouch’, ‘touch’, ‘pause’ and ‘engage’, to allow for a shorter, more controllable and fixed distance between the two front rows. It was assumed that if the distance between the two front rows was shorter and fixed, the impact forces during engagement would be reduced. Before this law change, players were only commanded to ‘engage’ when ready from an unfixed distance.

The BokSmart National Rugby Safety Programme (BokSmart) is a national programme implemented on behalf of the South African Rugby Union (SARU) and the Chris Burger/Petro Jackson Player’s Fund (CBPJPF).⁶ The goal of the programme is to teach safe and effective techniques, which aim to reduce the incidence and severity of injury. The main focus is to try and lower the number of catastrophic head, neck and spine rugby-related injuries. SARU considers one catastrophic injury as one too many. An intended consequence is to make the game safer for all involved by identifying and coaching specific rugby skills⁷⁸ associated with both safety and improved player performance.

In 2012, the SARU approved a new set of scrum laws for amateur (club and school) rugby played in the country; to be implemented at the start of the 2013 rugby season.⁹ These law changes were primarily based on the high proportion of scrum-related catastrophic injury data collected as part of...
The BokSmart programme over the preceding 4 years (2008–2011). The purpose of this paper is to describe the scrum-related catastrophic injury data in South Africa over the past 5 years (2008–2012), and to discuss how this evidence justifies the change in the Amateur Scrum Laws to make this aspect of the game safer in South Africa.

METHODS

Data for this study were collected through the BokSmart programme, which is a joint initiative between the SARU and the CBPJPF. The CBPJPF is a non-profit public benefit organisation, developed to aid players who have been permanently disabled while playing rugby in South Africa. All coaches are aware of the BokSmart Programme and the CBPJPF, and that all catastrophic injuries need to be reported. For all catastrophic injuries in South Africa, BokSmart, via the CBPJPF, employs a full-time Serious Injury Case Manager who collects all the details regarding the injury, and these data are collated into a central database at SARU. Permission to analyse the data was obtained from the SARU and CBPJPF. This paper only describes the scrum-related catastrophic injury data over the past 5 years (2008–2012). That said, it should be noted that data for injuries during the period 2008–2011 have previously been reported on in a general rugby-related catastrophic injury paper.

Catastrophic injury

BokSmart uses the following definition for recording catastrophic injuries:

Any head, neck, spine or brain injury that is life-threatening or has the potential to be permanently debilitating and results in the emergency admission of a rugby player to a hospital or medical care center.

Injury data were collected at amateur and professional levels, and during training and matches. Catastrophic head, neck and spine injuries were classified as either an acute spinal cord injury (ASCI) or traumatic brain injury (TBI). The definition used for this study included ‘near misses’ (full recovery expected, ambulant).

Information on the following factors related to the scrum injuries were also collected:

- Nature of the injury
- Outcome of injury within 1 month after injury
- Playing position—for example, hooker, prop, lock, loose forward or eighth-man.
- Scrum injury mechanism—for example, scrum engagement, scrum collapse, popping out.
- Subjective comments relating to the cause of the injury/event, either self-reported by the player, coach, referee, family or friends.
- Which team had ball possession at the time of the scrum.
- Coaching received on safe scrum techniques such as body position, setup, scrum engagement and scrum collapse techniques.
- Surface footing at the time of the scrum—good solid footing, medium grip or slippery.

RESULTS

There were 60 catastrophic head, neck and spine rugby injuries between 2008 and 2012 in South Africa. Eighty-seven per cent (n=52) of these injuries were ASCIs, and the remaining 13% (n=8) TBIs. Of the 52 ASCIs, 96% (n=50) occurred at the location of the neck. The tackle (n=28 of 60, 47%) and scrum (n=20 of 60, 33%) phases accounted for the greatest number of injuries overall. The scrum phase had a greater proportion of permanent injury outcomes (n=14 of 20, 70%) than the tackle (n=16 of 28, 57%). Eighteen of the 20 scrum injuries (90%) were confirmed as ASCI (table 1). For the remaining two cases, no official classification was confirmed. Ninety-five per cent (n=19) of the scrum injuries were sustained at the amateur level: 60% (n=12) at club level, 35% (n=7) at school level. One injury (5%) was sustained at a professional level. Eighty-five per cent of injuries (n=17) occurred during matches.
and 10% (n=2) during training. For only one of the cases was the scrum detail at the time of injury not provided.

Ninety-five per cent (19 of 20) of all scrum-related injuries were sustained by the front row (hooker n=13, 65%, props n=6, 30%). All 13 scrum-related injuries to the hooker occurred at the site of the neck. Five of the six scrum-related injuries to the prop occurred at the neck (one occurred at the lumbar spine). In one isolated case, a lock sustained a neck injury in the scrum; this is the only recorded catastrophic scrum injury until now involving a position other than the front row that the authors are aware of. Injury mechanisms were provided for all but one of the cases. For the scrum injury mechanisms that were provided, ‘impact on the engagement’ was the one reported most frequently (n=11 of 19, 58%), followed by ‘collapsed scrum’ (n=7 of 19, 37%) and ‘popping out’ (n=1 of 19, 5%).

The following comments, relating to the cause of the injury, were either self-reported by the player or the coach, referee, family or friends, who were present on the field at the time of the injury. It is important to note that these comments were completely subjective, reported verbatim, and were at times peripheral to the mechanism of injury (n=18, 2 missing comments). Comments are categorised into ‘impact on the engagement’, ‘collapsed scrum’ and ‘popping out’.

Impact on engagement

► The scrum was too far apart; the loosehead did not engage properly.
► At the impact of the scrum.
► Space between tighthead and hooker opened up, pressure of locks came through; he was not ready to engage and space closed up before he could adjust, followed by impact.
► Was busy with the scrum binding and the opposition hooker went in too early and hit him on the front of his neck, below the chin. His body went lame and he found himself hanging between the props. Early engagement by the opposition.
► At the first scrum, the referee called and binding happened. I felt my head hit the opposition hooker and prop. I felt my body lose power. When the scrum was cleared, he remained on the floor, unable to move for about 10 s. Experienced burning in body and pain in his neck. He knew that something was seriously wrong.
► On engagement of the scrum, I started feeling weak and then collapsed. After a reset scrum, the injury occurred on engagement.
► His opponent in the scrum engaged too early and his head crashed against the opponent’s shoulders. Opponent engaged before the ref indicated.
► During the scrum, the referee was calling very fast. The other hooker’s head was in line against mine on crouch; on touch engage, he tried to loosen his head, opposition hooker, but it was too late as he engaged, and the props pulled him down. All players went in except player went up.
► On engagement, the tighthead prop stood up while the rest of the players engaged. The hooker did not get up.
► Got late in the scrum position (Got into the scrum position too late).
► At the time I was busy talking to the referee telling him that my locks are not in, the team engaged.
► Before engagement, the prop pulled the player to him, and his head hit against the shoulder of the opposition. He collapsed and couldn’t talk properly. Incorrect binding of head and shoulders.

Collapsed scrum

► The referee stopped the scrum engagement, but the opposition pack continued with the hit. Injury occurred when the scrum collapsed and the players fell on top of him.
► The scrum collapsed backwards. First scrum of the game.
► The third scrum collapsed, fell onto the player. Felt that the referee should not have called for a third scrum.
► The scrum collapsed and the players continued pushing over the fallen players. After the scrum collapsed, some players

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of injury</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Outcome of injury within 1 month after injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2/C3 dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residual damage but can walk without assistive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2/C3 incomplete</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No apparent residual damage and full recovery expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3/C4 fracture dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4/C5 dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residual damage but can walk without assistive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4/C5 fracture dislocation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No apparent residual damage and full recovery expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4/C5 fracture dislocation and C4 central cord syndrome</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residual damage but can walk without assistive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4/C5 bifacet fracture dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 lamina and spinal process fracture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residual damage but can walk without assistive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5/C6 fracture dislocation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5/C6 bifacet dislocation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5/C6 fracture dislocation with considerable spinal cord damage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 fracture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6/C7 bilateral facet dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Residual damage but can walk without assistive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6/C7 dislocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quadriplegia and wheelchair users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3/L4 disc prolapse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2/T3 plate fractures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No apparent residual damage and full recovery expected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
still went over the fallen players, and the player was thus stepped on as well.

- The scrum collapsed, one prop fell on one side and the scrum turned; then his neck was injured.

**Popping out**

- The scrum lifted but could not get his head out.

From 2008 to 2011, the scrum phase accounted for a gradually increasing number and high proportion of match-related ASCIs, which largely resulted in permanent disability (n=13; figure 2). In 2012, only one ASCI was recorded. In all the years, the overwhelming majority of match scrum-related injury outcomes have been permanent (with remaining neurological deficit, quadriplegia or death), with the hooker being increasingly over-represented. The hooker position, being only one position in the team, suffered 9 of the 13 permanent injury outcomes in the scrum (70%). The neck was injured during all 9 permanent injuries to the hooker.

Ten of the 20 scrum-related catastrophic injury cases provided information on who put the ball into the scrum at the time of injury. Of these 10 cases, 60% of injuries occurred on ‘opposition put-in into the scrum’, and 40% of injuries occurred on ‘own put-in’. Nineteen of the 20 catastrophic injury cases also provided information on having or not having received coaching on safe scrumming. Ninety-five per cent reported having received coaching on safe scrum techniques, and safe scrum engagement techniques. Sixty-eight per cent reported having received coaching on safe scrum collapse techniques. Seventeen (out of 20) of the scrum-related injuries also provided information on the field conditions at the time of the scrum. Forty-seven per cent reported having a good solid footing at the time of the scrum, 35% reported having a medium grip and 18% reported having slippery conditions.

**DISCUSSION**

*BokSmart* aims to educate coaches, administrators and players on safe and effective rugby techniques in an attempt to reduce the incidence and severity of catastrophic head, neck and spine-related rugby injuries.\(^7\)\(^8\) This education is also important for improved player performance, and for the continued growth, development and promotion of rugby in South Africa. Given the initial systematic increase and relatively high proportion of scrum ASCI in South Africa,\(^1\) and the increased level of severity (permanent outcomes) of scrum-related ASCI as opposed to other facets of the game such as the tackle situation,\(^10\)\(^11\) it became apparent that *BokSmart*’s current interventions, albeit supported by research evidence,\(^12\)\(^13\) would not necessarily be able to have an immediate impact in reducing the number of these catastrophic scrum-related injuries. The reason for this was that it would take a reasonable amount of time to filter the necessary and appropriate education and knowledge to all stakeholders of the game in South Africa, that is, to the approximately 47 000 coaches and referees, and then for them to implement and transfer this knowledge to the players that they have control over. The uptake, adoption and implementation of these processes and protocols down to grass-roots levels takes time and based on the pattern of the scrum-related injury data collected in South Africa, there would, theoretically, be an unacceptable amount of these injuries that potentially could have been prevented. Using a similar education model to that developed by RugbySmart New Zealand,\(^12\)\(^13\) *BokSmart* realistically only expected to have a noticeable impact on catastrophic injuries following a 5–10-year period of implementation, once the necessary safety protocols, policies and interventions had received sufficient attention within the national rugby landscape and amateur structures. Considering this, and additional evidence available from studies in France,\(^1\)\(^11\) Britain and Ireland\(^10\) on cervical spine injuries during the scrum, *BokSmart* had to implement alternative measures which could potentially have an immediate impact on making the scrum safer.\(^14\) Amateur rugby was targeted as most of the players in South Africa are amateur, and the increases in, and numbers of, scrum-related injuries were observed at this level.

Overall, the tackle (47%) accounted for more ASCI than the scrum (33%). This finding is comparable to similar studies documenting serious spinal injuries.\(^10\)\(^12\) That said, the scrum had a greater proportion of permanent injury outcomes than the tackle. Collectively, these findings echo reports by MacLean and Hutchison\(^10\) that noted that even though the scrum has proportionally less frequent serious neck injuries than the tackle, the neck injuries sustained in the scrum are more severe and are associated with an increased risk of permanent spinal cord injury.

The scrum-related ASCIs were predominantly associated with the scrum engagement and scrum collapse. Many of these scrum collapse injuries could potentially also be directly linked to the scrum engagement process. Unlike the tackle, the scrum is essentially more amenable to a structured intervention,\(^11\)\(^12\) as the scrum is a structured phase of play, and the scrum engagement can be technically controlled and managed partially by the referee. Therefore, a working group of experts consisting of representatives from medical, coaching and refereeing disciplines was established to explore intervention options. From this working group, a long-term player development pathway was then proposed to SARU regarding the scrums. This model recommended appropriate progressions in the level of impact on engagement, prebinding of the front rows to improve stability and advancements of the scrum contest after the engagement. The biomechanical demands of the scrum at different playing levels provide further support for such a progressive model.\(^15\) In particular, law modifications to the scrum engagement sequence were addressed. These modifications considered

---

**Figure 2** Pattern of match-related scrum acute spinal cord injuries (ASCI) between 2008 and 2012 in South Africa, including permanent injury trends.
the two main issues of the scrum engagement and collapse without compromising scrum performance, and keeping within the essence of what defines rugby union. These recommendations introduced techniques of prescram binding before engagement and progressing from passive engagement at the younger age-groups, to active engagement with a reduced impact and from a closer distance between the front rows, to the current sequence of engagement being practised worldwide. Also, a new scrum call sequence of ‘crouch’, ‘bind’ and ‘scrum’ was recommended at the lower levels as the calls best described the technical associations and requirements of each phase of the scrum contest, which would potentially also improve learning and skill transfer. More specifically, at the under 6 to under 7 level, a three-man unattended scrum is used. At the under 8 level, a five-man unattended scrum is introduced. When full 15’s are added at the under 9 level, a full eight-man scrum is used, but remains unattended. Full eight-man, contested scrumming (pushing allowed in the scrum to a maximum of 1.5 m) with passive engagement and prescram binding follows from the under 10 to the under 16 level. From the under 18 and under 19 schoolboy levels, active engagement with prescram binding is introduced, and is applied up until the second highest Amateur Senior Club rugby division. The distance between opposing front rows, pre-engagement, is significantly reduced, to where the ears of the opposing front rows are in a straight line across the mouth of the scrum or ‘ear-to-ear’. This is an abridged progression from passive engagement to the full engagement currently performed at the senior professional level. This adjustment to engagement of the scrum at the amateur level has the potential to lower the risk of catastrophic injury upon engagement and subsequent scrum collapse. Active engagement, as per the IRB format of engagement at the time, is allowed at the highest Amateur Senior Club rugby division only and all adult Provincial, Super Rugby and National levels. In short, these main scrum law modifications were proposed and accepted by SARU for junior and senior amateur levels in South Africa. These modified amateur laws are aimed at lowering the impact of engagement, reducing the number of scrum collapses, and progressively introducing players to proper and safe scrum technique. Although every player will not develop into a national or provincial level front ranker, every front row player should be well coached, well managed, technically accurate and safe at scrum time, as advocated by the training guidelines of BokSmart.

The above mentioned laws have been in practice since the beginning of the South African 2013 rugby season (start of January). Since these laws were introduced in South Africa, the IRB recommended the implementation of similar law changes to be tried globally for 1 year during the 2013/2014 season. This was agreement on the biomechanics of scrumming will advance our current understanding of the physical and technical requirements of different engagement techniques. In conclusion, this paper demonstrates how prospectively collected and scrum-related catastrophic injury data provide evidence to justify a change in the Amateur Scrum Laws of South African Rugby. The main purpose of these scrum law changes are aimed at reducing the number of scrum-related catastrophic injuries in the country, thereby making this aspect of the game of rugby safer.

What this study adds?

- Detailed description of scrum-related catastrophic injuries over 5 years.
- How scrum-related catastrophic injury data were used to change the amateur laws of rugby played in South Africa.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the near future?

- How the collection of injury and injury mechanism data in practice can be used to make rugby safer.
- How law changes to certain areas of rugby can reduce the risk of injury.
- A reduction in catastrophic injury in rugby players.
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